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THE DERIVATION OF THE BRIANCHON CONFIGURATION 
FROM TWO SPATIAL POINT-TRIADS. 

By ARCHIBALD HENDERSON, Ph. D., Associate Professor of Mathematics, University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill, N. C. 

Cayley* has considered the question of deriving the Pascalian configura- 
tion, by projection, from a pair of trihedrals. Denote the three planes of one 
trihedral by a1, a2, a3; of the other by b,, b2, b3. Considering the nine lines 

ai bj {ii 2' 3} and taking them in a particular way in six sets of three each, 

we may pass hyperboloids through each set of three lines. These hyperboloids 
intersect in foiur points 0?, 02, 031 04 and if we project the solid figure of the 
two trihedrals from any one of these four points upon an arbitrary plane, the re- 
sulting figure is the Pascalian configuration. 

This theorem of Cayley's, in connec- 
tion with certain considerations concerning 
cubic surfaces, led to the present investiga- IT 
tion. Four-point coordinates are used in this 
paper and a word of explanation is perhaps 
not amiss. An equation of the formn 

U1x+u2y +1-3z + ut4w = O 

is the equation of a poinlt, the coordinates being 
thevariablesu, uI , U2 U4, which are the per- ; \ 
pendiculars from the four points A, B, C, D 
of the fundamental tetrahedron ABOD upon 
any plane passing through the point in ques- 
tion. If we have two points given by their 
equations 

t=o, t-=o, 
then the equation 

-,'+K.V0 (K constant) 

represents some point on the line joining the two given points. These prelimin- 
ary remarks should suffice to make the succeeding discussion readily 
comprehensible. 

Consider two point-triads in space, the one triad consisting of the points 
designated L, Mf, N, the other consisting of the points designated P, Q, R. In 
the system of four-point coordinates chosen above, where u1, U2, U3, U4 are cur- 
rent coordinates, the equations of the points are chosen as follows: 

*Collected Mathematical Papers, Vol. VI, pp. 129-134. 
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L: u,,=O 
M: mui+I2 -[+mnu3 + (mn-l)(nl-m)(lm -1)u4-_O 

N.: -1-muu2 +U2 3-(nmn-1)(nl-m)(lmn-1)u4= O 
and 

P: u1,-(mn-1)(Qmn-1)u4:=0 
Q U2-(nl-m)(Imn-1)U4=0 
K: u3+(mn-I)(nl-n)u,,-0. 

Suppose we are given a point, it is possible to find its polar plane with respect to 
a surface of the third order. If this surface degenerates into three planes (dis- 
tinct), the problem is still possible. In like manner, if we are given the equa- 
tions of three points, in four-point co&rdinates, it is always possible to determine 
uniquely the pole of a given plane with respect to this system of three points. 

Let Vl, V2) vS, V4 denote constant values of u1, U2, u63 u4, respectively; 

and similarly in other cases. 

The initial problem is to find a plane such that its pole with respect to the 
system of points, written in the symbolic form 

LMN=O .... (1) 

is identical with its pole with respect to the second system of three points, written 

PQR=O .... (2) 
The pole 

OF OF OF OF 
0v1 u1'0 +-dvu3 + dv U4 

of the plane (v1, v2, V3, V4) with respect to the system (1) given by the equation 

F(ul, u2, U31 14)=0 

has for its equation 

[21mnv1,V4 +n(12 +rn2 )vt't +m(`n2 +1)V31) 4 A4'? vxv42 ]u, 

+[2lmnv2v4 +2n(l2+rn2)v1v4?l(2 +n2 )v3v4 + 
V2tii.v 2]u.2 

+[21mnv3v4 + mV2n2 +l)v1 V4 + l(m2 +n2 )v2v4 -Ap'2 .V42 ]U3 

+ [lmn(v12 +V2 + t'3 )-3A2,'L2v2 .V42 +-J(1-' +m2 )V1V., +M(2m2 +1)V1 v3 

+l(M2 +n2 )V2,V3 + 22 V.V1 v4 +2A2%V.V1 V4 +1,'.V3V4 
where A, ,', v~rnn-l, ni-rn, lrnn-1, y. 2Al the pole 

where A, l0! Vl-}tm-4 n1-m, Inin-1, respectively. Also the pole 
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00 d 0 8i 80 

d u, + 0v U2 + 03 U3 + d 1 -- 

of the plane (vl, v2, v.3, vI,) with respect to the system (2) given by the equation 

O(Ull U2Y UV U4)- 

has for its equation 

[V2v3 -/pV.V3V4 +Aj'.1V2)4 .J2 V.v42 ]Ut 

+[v', Va -A.V3V4 + A,.tVI 1V4-A21.vv42 ]U2 

+ [VIVe-AV-V2V, -/pxV,VIV4 2AV42 .vU ]u3 

+[ -Ar.V2V3 -I' .VIV3 +2A,kv2 .v13V4 +A, ..V2 V-2A2/kV.V V4 
-A12 yv,V X 2Y V'4+3A eJ2 V2 .42 ]u, e 0.... (4) 

where A, PI, v--mn-1, nl-m, Imn-1, respectively, as before. 
Now it is evident by inspection that equations (3) and (4) are identical 

(aside from sign) of 

Accordingly the plane of the face ABC of the fundamental tetrahedron ABCD is 
such that its pole with respect to the point-triad (1) is coincident with its pole 
with respect to the point-triad (2). 

Connect up the six points L, M, N, P, Q, X by lines and planes in every 
possible way. Suppose the plane of ABC to be intersected by the line LM in the 
point 1M, and by the plane LMN in the line LMN; and so in the other cases. 
We obtain in this fashion a configuration in the plane of ABC, consisting of the 
fifteen (-2C) points LMl, LJ, ....QR, and of the twenty (- C6) lines LMY, 
LMP, ....PQR; and which is such that through each of the points there pass four 
of the lines, and on each of the lines lie three of the points. Thus the lines 

LMN 

LMQ pass through the point LM; 

and the points 
LM1 
MN lie on the line LYIN; 
NE 

and so in other cases. 
It will next be shown that six lines, denoted 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, may be drawn 

in the plane of ABC, conditioned as follows: 
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line (1) passes through the points LP, MQ, NR 
" (2) " " " LQ, MR, NP 
" (3) " " " LR, MP, NQ 

(A) " (4) " " " LP, MR, NQ 
i" (5) " " " LQ, lP, NR 
" (6) " " " LR, M%Q, NP 

For this purpose, represent any line in the plane of ABC as the join of two points 
whose equations atre 

A1ul +?t1U2+YV1U3 O 

(2U1 +/?2U2 + V2U3 --O 

If this line meets the line LP, the join of the two points, whose equations are 

L: U4-O 

P: u 1- (mn -1)(lmt-l )t4--O 

we have the equation of condition 

At, , VI, 0 ? IO 

A2, Jt2l '21 0 1 

O, 0, 0, 1 1 
1, 0, O, -(mn-i1) (mn-1) 

or 
I :. v 2 

and hence the line in question may be written 

{1)2 +V1U3 OJ 

If this line meets the line MQ also, we have the equation of condition 

1 ,9 , 0 0 0 -o 
| 7 O, 1./ 'VI! 0 

m, 1, lmn, (nnl -l)(nl-m)(Im)i-1) 
1?, 1, O, n-)(mg1 

or 

and hence the required line has for its equations 

uf2 no luwn te 

If now we write the equlation of the point N in the form 
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N: (nl1u+mnu,+?mnu3) - (Imn-1)[u3 +(mn-1)(ni-m)uJ=.-0 

and note the equation of the point R 

B : U3+(rnn-l)(nl-m)u4 =O, 

it is evident that the equations of the line NR may be written 

NR* nlu t mnu, +lninu =0 
*u+(mn-1)(nl-m)u4 0 f 

That the line 1 meets the line KR is now obvious by inspection. 
Determining in similar fashion the equations of the five remnaining lines, 

we obtain 

2: U2- 
3mu +u+u=O 

4: U1 -0 
nut [-u,=0 

ul Uz U-0 5: 2O 

6: 3 

Now these six lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 touch the conic given by the equation 

Imn(u,2 +U22 +U,3 ) +mn(12 +1)t ,U3 +nl(mn" +1)u3u, +jln (n0 + 1)u1 12 =0. 

This is most easily shown by putting i1t u., U.3 in turn equal to zero; we obtain 
respectively, 

rnn (u2 +13 )'U(12-u + ) U 3 

nl(rnu, 4 13 )(uI + mU3)=O, 

lm(na1, +u.,)(u , +n'13)=0. 

Moreover it is clear from an inspection of the schetne (A) above that the points 
LP, LQ, LR; AMP, MfQ, MBK; NP, NQ, NR are the points 14, 25, 36; 35, 16, 24; 
26, 34, 15, respectively, where 14, for example, denotes the meet of the lines 1 
and 4; and so in other cases. 

Conversely, starting from the six lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 touching the above 
conic, and denoting the points 14, 25, 36; 35, 16, 24; 26, 31, 15 (which are in- 
deed the vertices, and meets of opposite sides of the six-side 162435) in the man- 
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ner described above, then it is possible to complete the figure of the fifteen points 
LAI, LN, ....QR and of the twenty lines LMN, LMP, ....PQR, such that through 
each point pass four lines, and on each line lie three points, as detailed in the 
foregoing. 

Of the fifteen points, nine, viz. the points LP, LQ, LR; MP, MQ, MR; 
NP, NQ, NR are, as appeared above, points on two of the six lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6; the remaining points are MN, NL, LM; QR, RP, PQ. These are Brianchon 
points 

MN of the six-side 162435 
NL b 152634 
LM " 142536 
QR " 152436 
RP " 142635 
PQ " 162534, 

for the point MlN is the meet of lines MVNP, MNQ, MNI=-MP, NP; M11Q, NQ; 
M1R, NR:-35, 26; 16, 34; 24, 15; that is, MN is the Brianchon point of the six- 
side 162435; and similar reasoning verifies the above statements for the rest of 
the six-lines. 

To summarize, we have two sets of three six-sides such that the Brianchon 
points of each set lie in linea; and the two lines so obtained together with the 
eighteen lines through the six Brianchon points, form a system of twenty lines 
passing by fours through fifteen points. 

DEPARTM ENTS. 

SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS. 

ALGEBRA. 

154. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Se. D., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Deflance College, 
Defiance, Ohio. 

Deduce the Sylvestriani Reciprocant of az3 + 3bZ2y +ay3 + d=0. 

Solution by B. F. FINKEL, A. M., M. Sc., Professor of Mathematics and Physics, Drury College, Springfield, 
Mo. 

Differentiating, dividing by 3, and combining, we have 

a(X2 + yA -i-) + 2bxy(y+x d- ) =O .... (1). Repeatin theoprdx 

Repeating the operation, we have 
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